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Abstract  

Cohesion is an important aspect of English texts, and to achieve that, writers utilize certain devices known as 
Discourse Markers (DMs). This study thus sought to analyze the discussion section of 12 research articles (RAs) 
published on two different journals (i.e., Language Teaching Research and American Journal of Medical 
Genetics Part B: Neuropsychiatric Genetics) which cover contrastive disciplines (i.e., humanities and medicine) 
so as to find out the most used category of DMs. Additionally, the study aimed at identifying the differences 
between these two disciplines as to how DMs were utilized. The study thus adopted qualitative methods. That is, 
the analysis was based on Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) and Fraser’s (2009) classification frameworks of DMs. 
Results revealed that elaborative DMs were the most used category of DMs across all the RAs. Furthermore, the 
LTR corpus exhibited more varieties of DMs than the AJMG corpus in which DMs were less used. Lastly, some 
suggestions are given for future research that have interest in discourse analysis in general, and in contrastive 
analysis in particular.  
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1. Introduction 

Producing a cohesive piece of writing is not quite easy as some may think. The process requires the utilization of 
a number of expressions and techniques. These expressions are used to signal a specific relationship between a 
segment and another that follows in discourse, whether it be written or spoken. However, these utilizations differ 
from one individual to another, as well as between a discipline and another. Numerous research attempted to 
uncover how these techniques were employed, which one was most preferred, and even scrutinized more than 
one language as to their ways of utilization of such expressions. These research projects appeared significant 
since they spotted prominent issues, major differences, and multiple styles across languages, journals, and 
writers (e.g., Hamed, 2014; Mahmood, 2008).  

Writers, and even speakers, need to clarify their ideas so as to deliver them flawlessly and to avoid 
misinterpretations and misunderstandings. To accomplish that, they employ a number of strategies across their 
texts or speeches which can help them guarantee the vividness of their ideas—that is, these strategies achieve the 
cohesiveness of texts and then clearly convey the meanings that these texts seek to deliver.  

In English, cohesion indicates “a relationship between elements in a discourse, whereby the interpretation of an 
element is dependent on that of another” (Mohammed, 2015, p. 75). Hence, Halliday and Hasan (1976) 
explicated that the cohesion of texts can be demonstrated by several strategies: Reference, substitution, ellipsis, 
lexical cohesion, and conjunction. This current study then focused on the utilization of one of these strategies: 
Conjunction. This strategy involves a variety of words and expressions that are used to connect clauses to depict 
a particular meaning. These words are also referred to with different terms by different scholars. For instance, 
conjunctions are called discourse adjunct by Halliday and Hasan (1976); discourse markers by Fraser (1999, 
2009); and discourse connectors by Cowan (2008). In this study, however, conjunctions were labeled as 
discourse markers (henceforth DMs). 

Research on cohesion in texts covered a wide variety of options. Some researchers preferred to examine the 
influence of the writers’ cultural or linguistic backgrounds on their utilization of DMs (e.g., Carrió-Pastor, 2013; 
Povolná, 2016), whereas some sought to analyze DMs in specific types of documents such as Master’s theses, 
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news stories, and newspaper reports (e.g., Povolná, 2012; Morrow, 1989; Afzal et al., 2020; Al Kohlani, 2010). 
In addition, Pulungan et al. (2017) chose to adopt a wider perspective. The researchers aimed to investigate 
whether subordinate DMs or coordinate DMs were mostly used in a number of research articles. It is worth 
mentioning that the use of DMs was not only analyzed in written discourse but spoken one as well (e.g., Ferrante, 
2021). 

However, this current study focused on a different aspect while analyzing DMs in the discussion section of 12 
research articles (henceforth RAs). That is, the researcher took into account the fields of study for each 
comprised corpus as a prominent criterion of this study. These RAs thus tackled topics that are related to either 
genetics studies or language studies. This attempt was in accordance with Casanave’s (2004) advice in which she 
directed her readers either to analyze articles that are written in different languages or to examine articles “in 
English only, across disciplines” since that “can be equally revealing” as to how DMs are regularly utilized (p. 
47). Therefore, this study was undertaken to address two questions pertained to which category of DMs was 
mostly used in the discussion section of 12 RAs that belong to different branches of knowledge, as well as to 
spot the differences between the two corpora in their utilization of DMs. To this end, the researcher adopted 
Fraser’s (2009) and Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classifications of DMs as tools for the analysis process. Finally, 
the researcher speculated that the study’s results may provide help to those authors who write on similar issues as 
to the ones examined. In other words, the authors can benefit from the results by being aware of their fields’ 
most frequently employed conventions of DMs.  

2. Literature Review  

2.1 Classification Frameworks of Discourse Markers (DMs) 

DMs are lexical expressions that are used to express a relationship between a part of discourse and another 
preceding it (Fraser, 2009). Needless to say, not every lexical expression in English is classified as a DM. Some 
exceptions were made. These exceptions, however, are not absolute as some scholars agree on such 
classifications and some do not. For example, Fraser (1999) clarified that there are some expressions that are not 
considered DMs such as “commentary pragmatics markers (CPMs), focus particles, pause markers, modal 
particles, vocatives, and interjections” (pp. 942−943). Conversely, Schiffrin (1987), as cited in Fraser (1999), 
considered interjections as DMs.  

Thus, Fraser (2009) elucidated that there are three grammatical groups from which DMs are obtained: 
Conjunctions, adverbs, and prepositional phrases. Halliday and Hasan (1976) also added another group called 
prepositional expressions. These expressions are basically prepositional phrases + that/this. Fraser and Halliday 
and Hasan sorted DMs under several categories and subcategories, as explained next. First, Fraser categorized 
DMs into three classes based on their purposes as follows: 

1) Contrastive DMs, which express a feeling of polarity between two segments in a discourse. 

2) Elaborative DMs, which signal further explanations or clarifications to certain information provided in a 
previously stated part of a discourse.  

3) Inferential DMs, which indicate that the first segment of a discourse “provides a basis for inferring” the 
second segment of the same discourse (p. 301).  

Similarly, Halliday and Hasan (1976) classified DMs into four categories: Adversative, additive, causal, and 
temporal. The first three categories correspond to Fraser’s (2009), respectively. Halliday and Hasan then added 
another classification, namely, temporal DMs. These DMs signal the order of events in a discourse. All the 
categories were grouped into one entity in Table 1 below. For each subcategory of DMs, the table provides a few 
examples of DMs retrieved from the same sources of these classifications. However, the researcher wants to 
highlight the fact that the provided subcategories of the four categories of DMs are not exhaustive as some were 
left out. Nonetheless, those left out subcategories were not excluded from the study but from Table 1 below due 
to some space constraints and presentation requirements.  
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Table 1. The categories and subcategories of DMs in English 

Subcategories of DMs Categories of DMs 

 Elaborative-Additive DMs 
Similarity Likewise, similarly, in the same way 
Exemplificatory  For instance, for example, thus 
Emphatic In addition, furthermore, moreover  
Alternative Or, or else, alternatively  
 Contrastive-Adversative DMs 
Emphatic  However, despite this, nevertheless, nonetheless 
Avowal In fact, as a matter of fact, to tell the truth, actually, in point of fact 
Correcting of meaning  Instead, rather, on the contrary 
Correcting of wording  At least, rather, I mean… 
 Inferential-Causal DMs 
Empathic  Consequently, accordingly, because of this 
Result As a result (of this), in consequence (of this), arising out of this  
Purpose For this purpose, with this in mind/view, with this intention, to this end 
 Temporal DMs 
Simple temporal relations (e.g., sequential) Next, (and) then, afterwards, after that, subsequently 
Complex temporal relations (e.g., Repetitive) Next time, on another occasion, this time, on this occasion 
‘Here and now’ relations (e.g., past) Up to now, up to this point, heretofore 

Note. The information within the table were all retrieved from Fraser’s (2009) and Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classifications of DMs. 

 

2.2 Previous Research on the Utilization of DMs 

As a result of the importance of DMs in English texts, several studies were conducted in different disciplines, 
among different writers with different cultural backgrounds, and across different languages. For example, Fareh 
et al. (2020) attempted to investigate the ability of 100 Arab learners of English as a foreign language (ALEFL) 
in recognizing and producing DMs throughout their writings. To achieve that, the researchers conducted a test 
and analyzed 200 pieces of writing produced by the learners. Fareh et al. found that the learners either misused 
or underused DMs. Therefore, their ability to recognize and produce DMs was low.  

On the other hand, Fattah and Yahiaoui (2019) compiled a corpus that consisted of two translated from English 
and into Arabic texts in addition to two originally written in Arabic texts; all the texts were composed by the 
same authors in similar domains. This study was driven by the urge to scrutinize the use of a single category of 
DMs, namely, contrastive. Findings suggested that contrastive DMs were more frequently used in the Arabic 
texts that were translated from English. Conversely, the texts that were originally written in Arabic exhibited less 
use of contrastive DMs. This was attributed to the fact that the language used in the source texts was English–
that is, English writers are notoriously famous for using a high number of DMs across their writings which are 
regularly translated into the target texts. 

Vogel (2008) also aimed to analyze the use of DMs in 20 essays written by Czech students of English and then 
compare their essays with five academic papers that were composed by native authors (i.e., British and American 
authors). The study demonstrated that the Czech students overly used DMs in their writings, whereas the native 
authors barely applied DMs all over their papers. Another study was conducted by Elahi and Badeleh (2013) that 
examined the distribution of DMs in RAs that were published on English Language Teaching (ELT) journal by 
native speakers of English (NSs) and non-native speakers of English (NNSs). The NNSs had a Persian 
background. 30 RAs were analyzed, 15 for each group. Therefore, the study revealed a significant difference 
between the two groups of writers. The NSs appeared to use contrast and purpose DMs much more than the 
NNSs who preferred other categories of DMs such as additive, temporal, exemplificatory, summary, and 
emphatic DMs. Both groups, however, employed comparison and similarity DMs quite regularly. 

Based on Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) framework, Nadoushani and Shirazi (2017) investigated 200 RAs that 
were published on two different journals, namely, TESOL Quarterly (TQ) and Iranian Journal of Applied 
Linguistics (IJAL). They aimed to find out how NSs and NNSs used adversative DMs in their RAs, as well as to 
examine the differences between the two groups in such usage. The researchers found that the NSs applied 
adversative DMs in their RAs more than the NNSs. It was also revealed that the use of proper and correction 
DMs (i.e., subcategories of adversative DMs) exhibited a major difference between the NSs and NNSs. On the 
contrary, the use of contrastive and dismissal DMs (i.e., subcategories of adversative DMs) did not indicate any 
sign of difference between the two groups as to their applications and productions of such DMs. 
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The aforementioned studies explicated that DMs indeed play a significant role in English, in different contexts, 
and among different writers. It was demonstrated that NNSs mostly tend to either overuse, misuse, or underuse 
DMs in their writings. Conversely, NSs exhibited a higher level of proficiency in creating cohesive texts with or 
without DMs. Nevertheless, these studies commonly focused on the texts’ authors attempting to relate these 
techniques of using DMs to them solely. They neglected the fields of study in which these texts took place. This 
study thus attempted to fill this gap by analyzing the utilization of DMs in 12 RAs published on two different 
journals representing contrastive disciplines: Humanities and medicine. That is, these RAs’ fields of study were 
treated as a prominent criterion through which the researcher attempted to justify the different ways of utilizing 
DMs instead of relating them to the authors’ cultural backgrounds. It is worth noting that a single section of these 
RAs was analyzed, namely, the discussion section. 

3. Methodology  

3.1 Textual Analysis  

This study is an analytical one that aimed to scrutinize the utilization of DMs in two corpora of RAs that were 
published on different journals that revolve around contrastive topics; however, these RAs were all written in the 
same language (i.e., English). To achieve this, the researcher adopted two frameworks of DMs, as well as looked 
at the texts with a contrastive rhetoric (henceforth CR) lens. CR surfaced for the first time when the number of 
foreign students in American universities increased; therefore, they exhibited multicolored ways of writing that 
attracted the attention of many American composing teachers such as Robert Kaplan (Casanave, 2004; 
Hamadouche, 2013). Moreover, CR attempts to investigate the “differences and similarities in ESL and EFL 
writing across languages and cultures as well as across such different contexts as education and commerce” 
(Connor, 2002, p. 493). In other words, CR is “the study of cultural dimension of discourse” (Enkvist, 1997, p. 
188).  

As mentioned earlier, CR seeks to examine the different kinds of conventions in writing between either two 
languages, cultures, or discrete contexts. Hence, the current study built its foundation on the latter since it 
investigated the utilization of DMs in two different contexts, namely, medicine and humanities. Furthermore, the 
analysis process was much more on the macrolinguistic-level rather than the microlinguistic-level. This is 
because the researcher mainly examined a particular type of cohesive devices (i.e., DMs) by which writers 
organize, arrange, and connect their sentences in order to produce a consistent and clear piece of writing, rather 
than investigating minor aspects of the language (e.g., syntax and phonology). DMs are grammatical devices that 
can be classified under the umbrella of conjunctions. Besides, they aim to “tie the sentences together 
conceptually, so they are read as one cohesive entity of text” (James, 1980, p. 105).  

3.2 Data Collection Procedure 

The current study aimed to analyze the discussion section of 12 RAs published on different journals that reflect 
contrastive disciplines (i.e., medicine and humanities). This aim was driven by the urge to draw a conclusion 
about the utilization of DMs, to identify the category of DMs by which the authors mostly tended to arrange their 
writings, and most importantly, to spot the differences between these two disciplines. Clearly, the present study is 
qualitative in nature; therefore, the researcher looked for the data by herself. The data were then retrieved from 
two different journals, namely, (a) American Journal of Medical Genetics Part B: Neuropsychiatric Genetics 
(henceforth AJMG) and (b) Language Teaching Research (henceforth LTR). To justify this specific selection of 
journals, AJMG has an impact factor of 3.3 and LTR has an impact factor of 3.4. In addition, these two journals 
are placed in Quartile 1 which gives them a high sense of reliability and credibility in comparison with other 
available options. AJMG tackles topics that investigate “genetic, epigenetic, and protein signaling mechanisms 
underlying neurologic and psychiatric disorders” (Author guidelines, 2021, Aims and Scope section). Whereas, 
LTR provides research articles that examine matters related to teaching foreign or second languages (Submission 
guidelines, n.d.). Hence, the prominent criterion of this study was met (i.e., contrastively analyzing texts from 
two different fields of study).  

Afterward, the researcher searched for six RAs from each journal with a specific criterion in mind: These RAs 
had to be published recently or at least to be relatively recent. Thus, the AJMG’s RAs were published between 
2021-2022, while the LTR’s RAs were all published in the first quarter of 2022. In addition, the researcher 
examined the appropriateness and quality of these RAs’ discussion sections in order to reach the fairest findings 
as much as possible. See Appendix A for further information about the chosen RAs.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

The current study sought to analyze how DMs were utilized in a single section of 12 RAs, namely, the discussion 
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section. To fulfill this aim, the researcher chose two frameworks for the study to rely on. These frameworks 
involved Fraser’s (2009) and Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classifications of DMs. Furthermore, the analysis 
process was embarked on manually. In other words, the researcher created two Word files and then listed all the 
discussion sections for each journal in each file. It is worth mentioning that the tables, figures, and direct 
quotations within each discussion section were eliminated from the analysis process and that the texts of the 
authors were exclusively read and analyzed. However, some of these discussion sections contained the 
limitations of the study (i.e., four out of six in the AJMG corpus) and the conclusion of the study (one out of six 
in the LTR corpus) which all were included in the analysis.  

Each discussion section was then read repeatedly and carefully in order to capture its sense. The context was also 
taken into account all along the process of analyzing. Afterward, the researcher identified each DM and its 
purpose within that specific context by using the text highlighting and comment features of Word processor in 
order to address the research questions fairly and efficiently. Moreover, 12 tables were printed on separate papers 
and the four categories of DMs (i.e., elaborative, contrastive, inferential, and temporal) were used as main 
headings. Thus, each column within these tables was filled with the appropriate and related DMs. Finally, the 
researcher calculated the number of DMs for each category. 

4. Results  

This study aimed to analyze the utilization of DMs in the discussion section of 12 RAs that were published on 
two well-known journals (i.e., AJMG and LTR) that cover different fields of study (i.e., medicine and 
humanities). To this end, the researcher adopted two classification frameworks of DMs: Fraser’s (2009) and 
Halliday and Hasan’s (1976). These frameworks are consisted of four categories of DMs (i.e., elaborative, 
contrastive, inferential, and temporal). Each one of these categories was found within the comprised corpora.  

Nonetheless, temporal DMs were not used in two RAs, one for each journal (i.e., LTR and AJMG). Inferential 
DMs were not used either in one out of six of the RAs of the AJMG corpus. As to elaborative and contrastive 
DMs, these two categories were notoriously famous because the authors employed them the most in their 
writings. More precisely, it was elaborative DMs that conquered the spotlight, and thus, they were excessively 
used across all the RAs. However, there were some differences in the utilization of DMs across the RAs of each 
journal.  

4.1 Differences in the Utilization of Elaborative DMs  

As mentioned above, the most commonly used DMs in the RAs of each journal were elaborative DMs. These 
DMs are used to place another idea on top of a previously mentioned one so as to extend or strengthen it 
(Mahanani, 2008). Besides, there are many examples of elaborative DMs in English such as moreover, also, in 
addition, and, i.e., for instance, and or. In the LTR corpus, the researcher found more varieties of elaborative 
DMs in comparison to the AJMG corpus. For example, in the LTR corpus, the authors used somehow infrequent 
examples of elaborative DMs such as more importantly, on the one hand, on the other hand, viz., equally, and in 
other words, whereas the authors of the AJMG corpus used more common examples of elaborative DMs such as 
and, also, and or.  

The way by which the authors utilized some of their elaborative DMs differed as well. In the LTR corpus, for 
example, the abbreviations “i.e.” and “e.g.” (which are another ways of saying “that is” and “for example” in 
written texts, respectively) were used to connect two sentences in which these abbreviations—on some 
occasions—were barely placed in the middle of these sentences instead of using parentheses; as it is depicted in 
the following examples:  

1) “As Excerpt 3 shows, when an explanation is being given about one word, clarifications of other words 
contained in that explanation may also be needed, e.g. [emphasis added] ‘molten basalt’ contained in the 
explanation of ‘magma’” (An & Macaro, 2022, p. 18).  

2) “Yet, Role B players in the experimental group were more actively involved and performed better in 
expressing modulation, i.e. [emphasis added] obligation, willingness, and ability…” (Xiao, 2022, p. 20). 

On the other hand, the authors of the AJMG corpus always used parentheses to enclose the sentences by which 
they wanted to add more similar ideas or explanations via utilizing “i.e.” and “e.g.” Nonetheless, the authors of 
the LTR and AJMG corpora extremely utilized what Fraser (2009) referred to as “the primary DM of the 
[elaborative DMs] and has the broadest meaning of all [these] DMs,” which is and (p. 301). The number of 
occurrences of each elaborative DM in the two corpora is exhibited in Table 2.  
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Table 2. The number of occurrences of elaborative DMs in the comprised corpora 

Elaborative DMs LTR AJMG 

And 252 230 
In addition 1 4 
Additionally 1 3 
Also  35 15 
Or 35 12 
For example 1 2 
For instance  2 1 
Similarly 2 2 
Alternatively  - 1 
Furthermore 3 4 
Moreover 4 2 
More importantly 3 - 
On the one hand 1 - 
On the other hand 1 - 
Equally 1 - 
In other words 3 - 
e.g. 29 6 
viz. 1 - 
i.e. 6 5 

Total 381 288 

 

4.2 Differences in the Utilization of Contrastive DMs  

In the comprised corpora, contrastive DMs (henceforth CDMs) ranked second as to their number of occurrences. 
These DMs are used to indicate “a direct or indirect contrast between [the first segment] and [the second 
segment]” in discourse (Fraser, 2009, p. 300). Fraser (2015) clarified that the meanings of CDMs can be 
collectively expressed by a single and primary CDM, namely, but. Fraser further explicated two additional types 
of CDMs: (a) Semi-primary CDMs such as however and nevertheless and (b) secondary CDMs such as 
conversely and instead. Once again, the LTR corpus exhibited a more comprehensive range of CDMs which 
included DMs such as on the contrary, even so, in fact, rather than, though, actually, and conversely. All these 
examples were not used in the AJMG corpus. The number of occurrences of CDMs in both corpora is exhibited 
in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. The number of occurrences of CDMs in the comprised corpora 

CDMs LTR AJMG 

But 13 10 
Instead (of) 2 1 
By contrast - 1 
Although  4 10 
However  23 10 
Yet  1 2 
Whereas  2 1 
In contrast (to) 2 3 
Despite (doing) this/that 3 5 
Nonetheless - 1 
Nevertheless 2 1 
At least 2 5 
Regardless of 3 1 
still 2 1 
Conversely 1 - 
Actually  1 - 
Rather than 1 - 
In fact 1 - 
though 2 - 
Even so 1 - 
On the contrary  2 - 

Total 68 52 
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4.3 Differences in the Utilization of Inferential DMs  

Inferential DMs are also called causal DMs by Halliday and Hasan (1976). These DMs have three functions: (a) 
They either attempt to indicate that what is coming is a justification for what has been said in a preceding 
segment in a discourse; (b) to strengthen and clarify the relationship between two segments; or (c) to “signal that 
there is some logical or rational grounds to conclude that [segment 2] should be taken as true or relevant” (Fraser, 
2015, p. 51). Additionally, inferential DMs can be “expressed by so, thus, hence, therefore, consequently, 
accordingly, and a number of expressions like as a result (of that), in consequence (of that), because of that” 
(Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p. 256, italic in the original). However, inferential DMs were used more in the LTR 
corpus than the AJMG corpus. This difference between the LTR and AJMG corpora was caused by four specific 
inferential DMs: Hence, so, as a result, and under the (doing) circumstances. The number of occurrences of 
inferential DMs in the LTR and AJMG corpora is exhibited in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. The number of occurrences of inferential DMs in the comprised corpora 

Inferential DMs LTR AJMG 

Thus 19 5 
Because (of) 4 4 
then 2 1 
Hence 3 - 
Therefore 2 3 
So 1 - 
Under the (doing) circumstances 1 - 
As a result 3 - 
Consequently  1 2 

Total 36 15 

 

4.4 Differences in the Utilization of Temporal DMs  

According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), temporal DMs are used to signal the sequence of an event. To achieve 
this, writers tend to utilize several expressions in their discourse such as then, finally, previously, to sum up, 
meanwhile, soon, after a time, and at once. Unlike the aforementioned results, temporal DMs were used in the 
AJMG corpus more than the LTR corpus. However, there were a few expressions that were used in one corpus 
but not in the other such as meanwhile and secondly. The number of occurrences of temporal DMs in both 
corpora is exhibited in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. The number of occurrences of temporal DMs in the comprised corpora 

Inferential DMs LTR AJMG 

Previously 2 4 
Firstly 1 1 
First 2 3 
Secondly - 1 
Second 1 2 
Fourth 1 1 
Third 1 2 
Meanwhile 1 - 
Finally 5 3 

Total 14 17 

 

The results then indicated that elaborative DMs were the most used category of DMs in the comprised corpora. 
Moreover, each category of DMs occupied different and discrete ranks. Elaborative DMs were ranked first, 
CDMs were second, inferential DMs were third, and temporal DMs were the least used DMs in both LTR and 
AJMG corpora. All in all, the LTR corpus exhibited a wider variety of DMs than the AJMG corpus. In the 
subsequent section, these results will be discussed in much detail. 

5. Discussion  

In this study, the researcher analyzed how DMs were utilized in the discussion section of 12 RAs that were 
published on two different journals that represent different disciplines (i.e., medicine and humanities) and then 
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attempted to find out the differences between the comprised corpora. The study also aimed at identifying the 
most used category of DMs in both corpora, LTR and AJMG. Therefore, a number of considerable differences 
were spotted. Besides, elaborative DMs which “introduce the units of discourse which repeat and emphasize the 
key point or add relevant new information to the expressions mentioned previously and maintain the text’s 
cohesion and coherence” turned out to be the most used category of DMs in both corpora (Suleiman & Seyyedi, 
2020, p. 57). This goes in line with Elahi and Badeleh’s (2013) study which demonstrated that the NNSs of 
English preferred the additive DMs (which is another term for elaborative DMs) more than contrastive and 
inferential DMs. Furthermore, the elaborative DM “and” was excessively used in both corpora. And as a DM is 
fundamental and quite common in most compositions since it can immediately tie “two words, phrases, clauses 
or prefixes together” so as to clarify or support what has been said previously (Cambridge University Press, n.d., 
para. 1). This result is consistent with Pulugan et al.’s (2017) and Suleiman and Seyyedi’s (2020) studies in 
which was found that the coordinating DM “and” was the most commonly used expression of elaboration. 
Suleiman and Seyyedi analyzed a corpus of 61 RAs that were written by NNSs and NSs of English in order to 
examine their utilization of elaborative DMs specifically. The results revealed that the NNSs and NSs overused 
“and;” nonetheless, the NSs used much more elaborative DMs than the NNSs.  

On the other hand, the differences between the two corpora of this current study can be attributed to a number of 
justifications. Before that, it is worth recalling that the LTR corpus utilized more elaborative, contrastive, 
inferential DMs than the AJMG corpus. Nevertheless, the AJMG corpus exhibited a relatively higher degree of 
utilization of temporal DMs which goes hand in hand with the results of Elahi and Badeleh’s (2013) and Hussein 
and Mudhhi’s (2014) studies which demonstrated that temporal DMs were more used in a corpus of NNSs’ 
compositions than a comparative corpus of NSs’ writings. However, there are three possible explanations for 
such discrepancies between the two current corpora.  

First, the fields of study in which these corpora existed were a potential influence. The LTR corpus is comprised 
of six RAs that revolve around topics which are pertained to second or foreign languages teaching, whereas the 
AJMG corpus is made up of six RAs that cover psychiatric and mental-health-associated issues. Consequently, 
the area of focus differs for each corpus and apparently this affected the way by which DMs were utilized. Since 
the LTR journal deals with languages teaching, its authors are presumably well-acquainted with the importance 
of DMs for English texts, and thus, more varieties of DMs were utilized and employed. In contrast, and since the 
AJMG journal tackles scientific and psychological events, the authors seem to apply elaborative and contrastive 
DMs more than inferential and temporal DMs.  

Moreover, the abstractness of the AJMG’s field of study can account for the less use of inferential DMs (i.e., 15 
inferential DMs were used in the AJMG corpus and 36 inferential DMs were used in the LTR corpus). The 
researchers cannot give evident reasons for mental disorders such as MDD and PTSD. Allsopp et al. (2019) 
explicated that mental and psychiatric disorders cannot be successfully diagnosed because (a) it is hard to 
precisely identify these disorders’ symptoms; (b) the duration of occurrence of mental disorders differs from one 
patient to another; (c) the severity of these disorders also plays a significant role in diagnoses; (d) the symptoms 
may overlap between a disorder and another; (e) the perspective of who determines the patients’ conditions 
affects the act of justification of mental issues; and (f) those patients’ previous social and emotional statuses may 
impact how these disorders are identified. Therefore, it appears to be difficult for psychiatrists and researchers to 
justify and infer their examined cases and that “this heterogeneous flexibility has important consequences for the 
diagnostic classification’s model of discrete disorders and the way cause is understood” (Allsopp et al., 2019, p. 
20).  

Second, these differences in the utilization of DMs in the LTR and AJMG corpora can also be attributed to the 
journals’ submission guidelines. On the one hand, the LTR journal does not devalue and diminish the importance 
of any section of the RAs since each section is required. On the other hand, the AJMG journal states that only the 
abstract, materials, methods, and the results sections are required; anything else is optional. Hence, and although 
speculative, the researcher hypothesized that this may be the reason why the AJMG corpus’ authors did not seem 
to utilize a wide variety of DMs similar to that one of the LTR corpus since the discussion section is not a 
fundamental part of their RAs. In addition, the number of words is restricted to 8000 words in the LTR journal, 
unlike the AJMG journal which does not put any kind of restrictions on the number of words, pages, or figures. 
That is, the AJMG’s authors have no word-limit that may hinder their ability to write which consequently lead 
them to carefully utilize DMs for their own good. Therefore, they can freely compose an article with no 
word-count restrictions at all which results in loosely written discussion sections. The existence and absence of 
this kind of restrictions may have an impact on how the four categories of DMs were utilized in the comprised 
corpora.  
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Third, another possible explanation for the differences in the utilization of DMs can be the number of the 
participated researchers in these RAs. The RAs of the LTR corpus were composed by either one, two, or three 
researchers. In the AJMG corpus, however, the number of the researchers was eight as minimum and eighteen as 
maximum. Therefore, the involvement of many researchers in a study may have an influence on the way an 
article is composed due to the possible differences in the researchers’ language preferences and proficiencies.  

As has been demonstrated in this section, elaborative DMs were the most utilized category of DMs in the two 
comprised corpora. More precisely, the elaborative DM “and” was commonly used in the LTR and AJMG 
corpora. Moreover, a number of differences were found between the two corpora as to the way by which 
elaborative, contrastive, inferential, and temporal DMs were employed in the discussion section of 12 RAs. The 
number of the researchers/authors in a study, the submission guidelines of the journals, as well as the fields of 
study may account for these spotted differences.  

6. Conclusion  

Halliday and Hasan (1976) explained that cohesion is a concept that “refers to relations of meaning that exist 
within the text, and that define it as a text” (p. 4). In their book, Cohesion in English (Longman, 1976), it was 
clarified that it [cohesion] is achieved through many strategies such as references, ellipses, substitutions, and 
conjunctions (i.e., DMs). Thus, and once Halliday and Hasan’s book was published, studies that attempted to 
examine the cohesiveness of English texts were conducted onward (Arabi & Ali, 2014). The current study is 
indeed one of them. It took the same path as those previous studies since it aimed at analyzing the utilization of a 
single strategy that is frequently used to maintain the texts’ cohesiveness, namely, DMs. More precisely, the 
discussion sections of 12 RAs that tackled contrastive topics were analyzed. The goal was to identify the 
differences in utilizing DMs within the comprised corpora, as well as to find out the most used category of DMs.  

Therefore, the results indicated that elaborative DMs were the most used category of DMs in both corpora; 
moreover, the DM “and” was the most adopted DM across all the RAs. As to the differences, there were a 
considerable number of differences between the two corpora of RAs (i.e., LTR and AJMG). The LTR corpus 
contained a wider variety of DMs in comparison to the AJMG corpus in three categories of DMs: Elaborative, 
contrastive, and inferential DMs. However, the AJMG corpus exhibited a little increase as to the utilization of 
temporal DMs. These differences were then attributed to the fields of study for which these RAs were written, 
the submission guidelines of the two journals, and to the number of the researchers/authors involved in these 
studies. All in all, the LTR corpus contained more DMs than the AJMG corpus. These results may indicate useful 
implications and highlight prominent features concerning how DMs are utilized in humanities and medicine 
studies. Thus, this may give numerous researchers and authors from both fields of study a helping hand.  

For future analyses, researchers may adopt quantitative methods to analyze how authors tend to utilize DMs in 
their texts. Besides, the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of the authors can be taken into account–if necessary. 
Finally, the number of the RAs of this study is considered a limitation in itself, for which researchers are advised 
to consider increasing the quantity of their samples.  
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